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interaction  
design

In the field of interaction design there are several methods used for researching, planning, understanding an audience, and developing a 
consistent visual aesthetic. As a design educator I have structured projects that require design students to work with mapping, sketching, low 
fidelity and high fidelity wireframes, and visual design compositions. The entire process is one that requires these various techniques in 
order to work through the complexity of interactive environments. 

interaction  
design



mapping
wireframes
compositions
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design

interactive demo

video scenario
motion demo

demo of interaction

video prototype

The use of motion is another method I work into the Interactive course curriculum at Michigan State University. Motion is a vital tool for 
communicating complex ideas to potential employers, clients, developers, and stakeholders. Some terms associated with this method are: 
interactive demo, demo of interaction, video scenario, motion demo, video prototype, etc.

actions

behaviors
transitions

The use of motion in interaction design shares a "vision of how a set of design solutions should ideally behave".
—shows actions over time
—the transitions and the "gaps" between screens
—gives a sense of how things behave



show don’t tell

Putting interactive ideas into motion forces students to make a cohesive sequential series of actions making it more understandable to the 
viewer.

Show don't tell.

In this high-fidelity wireframe example we get a clear sense of the website but we are missing critical aspects of certain behaviors. Visual 
design comps and wireframes can only achieve so much, aspects of motion, sound, and system feedback can only be described through 
written annotations. 



MSU Dairy Store by Marjorie Verlin

Through the use of motion, we now have a better understanding of the experience.

task flow

context
user goals

gestures
intents
topic
audience

There are many ways to approach a motion piece for interaction, it can be structured to do one of many things:

—show a task flow and how the interactions lead to a goal

—describe a journey in a given context

—capture gestures of the user

—reveals key details in the behaviors of an interactive environment and how the user is intended to interact within it

—function as a means to introduce the topic, need, or idea for a specific product

—identify various personas, who would use the product, what are their different goals and motivations?

not for usabilitynot interactive

Motion pieces are not tools for usability nor are they interactive prototypes.
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There are different styles and ways to deliver interactive ideas in motion:
—stills with a voiceover or music
—stop motion with a voiceover or music
—live action video

interaction  
design projects

tool for  
the creative 
process

In a project inspired by Gretchen Rinnert at Kent State, my students worked in groups to craft an idea of an interactive tool that would 
function as an aid in the creative process.

paper prototypes

Paper prototypes work at the low-fidelity level to portray how a product should be interacted with. They are commonly used in early stages of 
user testing, in this case they are used to convey an idea.



scenario

Each group created a scenario to show their tool in use and delivered the scenario through a stop motion narrative.

stop motion
Students used either After Effects or iMovie to produce their stop motion narratives.
We will now view three different outcomes of the project.

Task Manager by Jessica Knedgen, Nick Perles & Brianna Suffety



Creativo by Rogier Bak, Kate Henley & Qinge Wu

Let’s Map by Rachel Bohn, Carly Huizenga & Eric Musser

interaction  
design projects

As we can see the results offered an entertaining and manageable way to deliver an idea. The entire group process took two class periods.



interaction  
design projects

authentic  
meal

For another collaborative project, students researched and planned for an interactive environment which instructs a user on how to prepare 
an authentic meal from a global community while informing them of the historical origins of the food and preparation processes. 

mapping

The groups employed various methods in developing their interactive environment.

diagramming



DOLORES

KELLY

SOCIAL HISTORY: She is the first graduated gen/
eration. She received college education and is now 
retired. When she’s at home, she always searches 
on the Internet and magazines for hand making 
clothing tutorials and recommendations. She has 
a lot of handmade experiences but is not one/
hundred percent professionally trained. She is self/
teaching and can become an advanced amateur. 
She tends to be conservative. GOALS: peaceful and 
substantial late years, health, nice living conditions, 
sufficient finances to support herself, enjoyment 
MOTIVES: keep away from loneliness, afraid of 
unstable situations and dramatics changing, keep 
away from hospital and medications, comfortable 
conditions, money, find a solution to boredom.

SOCIAL HISTORY: Has a sense of style. Enjoys 
learning about new, popular things. Follows the 
trends of things ranging from fashion, to music, 
food, causes, movements, gadgets. Environmen/
tally aware but doesn’t mean she participates in 
“green” activities. She is drawn to things visually 
at first and possesses enough curiosity to learn 
more about those things. GOALS: to be looked 
upon as a trendsetter, to be looked upon as 
someone who is stylish and visually appealing 
ranging from what clothes they wear to what 
things they own MOTIVES: keep up with trends

personas & 
scenarios

Students used a persona and scenario to highlight the goals and motivations of their intended user.

wireframes

The use of wireframes served as a working method for figuring out the interactive process.

design comps.

Students used Illustrator to design the comps and then use either After Effects, Keynote, or Flash to produce their final motion pieces. Due to 
the course sequence at MSU most students take our Time and Motion course before the Interactive course. It is in this course that they are 
first introduced to After Effects, until about a year ago I was teaching Flash so that is the reason for the mix of programs used for this project. 
The groups that did use Keynote found it easiest to work with and was surprised by the results.

The final deliverable was a motion piece that introduced their global community as well as showed their interactive idea in use.



Rice by Rachel Bohn, Erica Garcia & Jessica Halfyard

Tabletop Tales by Nick Perles, Kristin Miller, Eric Musser & Brianna Suffaty

Globowl by Austin Ashley, Carly Huizenga, Jenna Zeller & Kate Henley
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design

The results provided to be diverse amongst the groups. As interactive environments become more assesible through a variety of devices it 
calls for students to move from designing applications to designing services. Motion as a tool for interaction design can best show how these 
services can be used across various devices. It is a method worth sharing!

Prototyping Interaction with Video Scenarios 
By David Sherwin - November 8, 2010 
http://designmind.frogdesign.com/blog/ 
prototyping-interaction-with-video-scenarios.html 
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